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LATEST NEWS
BEYCO
OFFICIALLY LAUNCHED

IMPACT & THE SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS

We are happy to announce that
Progreso’s worldwide coffee trading
platform BEYCO is now live! BEYCO
was officially launched at the 2018
Let’s talk coffee event in Colombia.
At this moment more than 100
organizations made a registration.
We also discussed BEYCO’s features
at the Swiss Coffee Dinner in Geneva.

Our long-term goal is to
strengthen weak producer
organizations to enable them to
run their organizations as
professional businesses. This
way, we hope to contribute to the
following United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals:
1Poverty
12Responsible Consumption &
Production
13Climate Action

https://dailycoffeenews.com/2018/
10/04/progreso-launchesinnovative-blockchain-backedtrading-platform-beyco/

NEW VIDEOS
ON OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL

FOLLOW US
STAY UPDATED

View examples of Progreso's
work by watching field visits
and interviews of our partners:

Check out what we are up to:
twitter.com/progresobeyco
linkedin.com/progreso-foundation
instagram.com/progresofoundation

www.progreso.nl/cases
Subscribe to our channel to get
notified for new live cases!
www.youtube.com/channel/
progresofoundation

Sign up to receive our news:
admin@progreso.nl
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WELCOME
Rianne van der Bom
Our new ProClimate Program Manager
After more than 14 years, I have returned to where my ‘coffee career’ once started! Only
back then, Progreso was called Green Development Foundation, and I had just recently
become a tropical agricultural engineer.
"Even though I had always been more of a tea drinker, I was intrigued by the
complexity of the coffee supply chain.''
After email-stalking Mr. Rodney Nikkels from Green Developping Foundation for a while,
I was invited to stop by the office and soon we decided that I would volunteer at the
Pangoa cooperative in the central jungle of Peru. This turned into a year financed by PSO,
during which I learned a lot about coffee and cocoa from the farmers and staff. Quite
exciting times!
From Pangoa I moved to Pichanaki where I worked with the CEPROAP coffee association
and finally decided to set up a small NGO together with 4 Peruvian friends. In 2008 our
NGO Amazonas was born and early 2009 we started working with the native Yanesha
coffee producers in nearby Villa Rica and Oxapampa. I’m proud to say that today the
organization that was founded with support from Progreso and Amazonas, CAC CEPRO
Yanesha, is stronger than ever and working hard on improving quality, productivity and
thus the income of the Yanesha coffee farmers. They have grown from exporting 50 bags,
to around 14 containers this year!
After returning home in 2015, I had the opportunity to work at the Rabobank Foundation,
a place where I shared a lot of my coffee knowledge and in 3 years I learned a lot about
(trade) finance. But there was a lack of direct contact with the cooperatives and farmers.

"At ProClimate, I will be able to combine my practical experience, my network of
experts and my interest in sustainability, to help rural communities to fight the
consequences they suffer from climate change and the volatile coffee and cocoa
market."
We can all be part of the solution and I hope to meet you somewhere along the way!
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Connecting markets with

Progreso's worldwide coffee trading platform Beyond Coffee (BEYCO)
For many years, Progreso has been successfully connecting producer organizations with
buyers and business partners. With BEYCO, Progreso takes its core activities, access to
markets and access to finance to the next level.
Progreso created BEYCO in order to respond to the increasing demand from coffee
buyers to find reliable sourcing and from coffee sellers to get access to global markets.
By using Progreso’s platform, you will be able to directly get in touch and to trade with
producer organizations or traders & roasters from all over the world.
Sign in, create a profile, make connections,
place your coffee offers /start negotiating on coffee offers.
As we are still developing BEYCO, the possibility for pre-finance and trading services will
be added along the way ( Q1 2019).
Thanks to properly deployed, blockchain-based technology, BEYCO offers supply chain
transparency from the point of origin all the way to the end consumer. Trade information is
exchanged in real time, using a fully secured, distributed and encrypted virtual
environment.
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What can you do on BEYCO?
Traders & roasters - Producer organizations
Connect coffee with us, register now at: beyco.nl

With BEYCO, Progreso enables a transparent and efficient way of trading. Progreso, as a
neutral party is owner of BEYCO and manages the platform. We don’t buy or sell coffee,
we just facilitate the trade.
Important to mention: you are the owner of your data, we can’t see the offers nor deals
you make unless you share this information with us or with another party. Subscription to
the platform is free of charge, and only on invitation. By doing this, we will create a
community of known and trusted parties.
More information about Beyco
On our website: www.progreso.nl/get-connected
In the news: www.dailycoffeenews.com/2018/10/04/progreso-launches-innovative-blockchainbacked-trading-platform-beyco/
Podcast: http://raboresearch-beverages.libsyn.com/premium-coffee-is-key-to-small-farmersustainability
Questions
Send an email at: beyco@progreso.nl
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FIELD VISITS IN UGANDA

STEFFIE RIJPKEMA, PROGRAM MANAGER AFRICA

Kalema , project manager for Africa and Steffie , program manager for Africa have visited 7
Ugandese coffee producer organizations entering their 4th year Progreso support:
Buzaaya Growers Cooperative Union, United Organic Coffee Growers, Bufumbo Organic
Farmers and Kabeywa United Coffee Farmers Association (all located in the NorthEastern part), Nyakatonzi Cooperative Union, Rwenzori Farmers Cooperative Union and
Kanyenze People's (all located in the Western part).

The purpose of the visits is to evaluate the projects so far, finalize proposals for the 4th year
and provide training on financial and production projections.
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Most of the visits include discussions with board and staff members of the producer
organizations, to brainstorm on the support needed. In addition, one whole day is often
spent on working together on cashflow projections. Guiding our partners in making these
projections help them to understand how to run their businesses and what to consider.
For example, with Bufumbo Organic Farmers Association (BOFA) we made a short
feasibility study to set up a rotating fund. We see a lot of demand for input funds from
members and an internal input fund can support members to make investments on an
individual basis. We held a group discussion with around 24 farmers (men and women of
different ages) and without staff/board members, to discuss their needs on farm level. We
reviewed the inputs they use on their farm or would like to use, their costs and how they
currently have access to these inputs. This was important to understand their specific
needs.

The second day we had a similar discussion with board and staff members of BOFA to
hear their opinion and to share the results of the discussion panel of the previous day. It
was a good meeting and we decided together to investigate on setting up a nursery to
increase income sources for BOFA, while supplying the farmers (through a governmental
body) with organic certified seedlings.
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FIELD VISITS IN COLOMBIA
YASMIN CORDOVA, PROGRAM MANAGER LATIN AMERICA
Yasmin, Program Manager for Latin America and Isabel, Managing Director, visited producer
organizations in Colombia for the second time this year.
Cencoic, Nuevo Futuro and Fondo Paez (located in Cauca) and Cooagronevada (in Santa Marta)
were visited in September. These groups have been part of our portfolio for 3 years now, during
which we have been supporting them to strengthen their organization and become professional
businesses. We have witnessed their successful growth and development in becoming
sustainable organizations, even while having to deal with a fluctuating market. The main focus of
Progreso’s support, adapted to each organisation’s needs, has been on the following aspects in
2018:

Access to finance
Progreso guided the organisations in making projections, discussing price risk management
strategies and filling out their credit applications. We have been discussing how to strengthen
the relationships between farmers and their organisation by implementing internally revolving
input funds. Progreso is discussing with several clients and funders the possibility to set up these
funds with seed capital. Meanwhile we have been training the organisations on how to establish
and manage an input fund with the use of fair and efficient internal rules and regulations. This
guidance took place during 2018 and will continue in 2019.
Access to Market
Progreso collected and tested producer organizations’ coffee samples and presented tProgreso
collected and tested the organisations’ coffee samples and together with Rabobank Foundation
organised a cupping session at World of Coffee at which the selected samples were presented.
Progreso accompanied Cencoic and Nuevo Futuro during the SCA and SCAE to contact them
with potential clients for their coffee. Progreso promoted a ‘calibration session’ amongst the
coffee cuppers of Cencoic, Nuevo Futuro and Fondo Paez. The training strengthened the tasters'
skills in quality control and sensory analysis of coffee.
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This type of training helps organizations to have a clearer vision of the quality requirements of
their international clients. In addition, we explained how to register and use Progreso’s Beyond
Coffee platform, ‘Beyco’, our new tool for organizations to promote their coffee online and
access new markets (more about Beyco in this magazine).
Technical assistance
Progreso has provided advice to Nuevo Futuro and Fondo Paez’ technical teams so they can
synthesize information from the field and have clear indicators for their production projections.
Progreso contacted CIAT to provide training on GIS to promote registration of the plots for
better traceability and differentiation in coffee lots. In addition, CIAT also worked on the
analysis of soil samples. This will give the organizations basic information for efficient
fertilization plans.

Diversification
Progreso is working with Cencoic on a proposal for the Circular Coffee Fund, to obtain
funds to recycle plastic and turn it into material that will be used in infrastructure for
‘ecological waste points’ in the members’ plots. We would like to support the producers
from Cencoic to recycle and be more aware of the waste in their environment. We think
these are important changes of behaviour who we need to be supported for more
sustainable production and environmental awareness. We also supported Nuevo Futuro’s
beekeeping initiative. The initial proposal has been completed and is now presented to a
local Municipally for continuation. Besides the 3 organisations in Cauca we also visited
Cooagronevada, a coffee producer organization located in Sierra Nevada in the north of
Colombia. This year we have started to support them in the diversification of their
products through planting cocoa. Together with the producers and management staff we
evaluated the state of the cocoa plantations, to guide them on production and export of
this new commodity. Besides that, we have connected them to buyers in Europe, so that
the first tons of their cocoa can be sold for a good price.
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connecting coffee connecting markets connecting farmers

#connectingcoffee #connectingcocoa #connectingmarkets #connectingfarmers

